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SCALABLE, MODULAR VACCINATION BOOTH
Our scalable Vaccination Booths are perfect for small and large spaces. Booths are 8’W x 8’H x 8’D and
are made with aluminum extrusion proﬁles and white rigid inﬁll panels. Panels can be printed if desired.
Conﬁgurations are quick to assemble and easy to wipe clean and sanitize!

scalable from single booths to multiple!

MODULATE® VACCINATION BOOTH

VACCINATION BOOTHS

Modulate® Vaccination Booths are made of magnetic, aluminum tube frames and pillowcase fabric graphics.
Walls are 8’W x 8’H; they connect at the feet and magnetize to one another. Offered with your choice of
single or double-sided graphics.
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VACCINATION BOOTHS
FORMULATE® ESSENTIAL VACCINATION BOOTH
The Formulate® Essential Vaccination Booth combines two sizes of Formulate Essential Banners. The backwall
is 47.25” wide (1200mm) and the side walls are 31.5” wide (800mm). Formulate Essential banners are attractive
and assemble easily! Simply connect the bungee-corded tube frames and slip over the fabric graphics.
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HORIZON
VACCINATION BOOTH

The Pegasus Supreme Vaccination Booth is a fully
adjustable banner system. The Pegasus is easy to
set up and is versatile due to a variety of height
and width options. The booth shown features
three walls, each 10’W x 8’H x 25.6”D. Linking
connectors are used to attach the walls together.

The Horizon Vaccination Booth is a carpet
panel display with printed graphics over top.
Carpet panels are available in your choice of 15
fabric colors; hook applied 22mil PVC printed
graphics are an additional upgrade and allow
for prominent direction and messaging.

VACCINATION BOOTHS

PEGASUS SUPREME
VACCINATION BOOTH
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BANNER STANDS & SIGNS
BANNITIZER™ SANITIZING STATION
- variable graphic height
= 60"-83"
- 1000ml battery operated
hands-free sanitizer dispenser with
lock included
- requires four C batteries
- takes sanitizing liquid or gel
- accessory channel holds upright and
sanitizer dispenser
- hybrid bungee/telescoping pole with
toolless quick rail
- adjustable feet on base
- anodized silver base only
- quick slide graphic to leader
attachment
- graphic tensioner
- includes carry bag with strap

BLADE LITE 800

BANNER STANDS & SIGNS

- 31.5"-59" variable graphic height
= 60"- 83.25"
- silver base with chrome-ﬁnish
end caps
- toolless quick rail combines the ease of
a snap rail with the reassurance of an
adhesive ﬁxing
- weighted base for stability
- adjustable leveling feet
- hybrid bungee/telescopic pole
- includes carry bag
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MOSQUITO 800
- standard graphic height = 78.5"
- anodized silver or black base options
(31.5" only)
- swivel feet & snap top graphic rail
- 3-piece bungee pole
- includes carry bag

1000ml capacity

BANNER STANDS, SIGNS & TENTS

ACE-ECO

ACE-2

- foldable, economy aluminum A-frame sign
- can be used outdoors and indoors
- choice of 6mm PVC rigid board(s) and/or dry-erase
board(s) that slides in at the top of each side
- assembled dimensions:
25.63"w x 32.5"h x 19.75"d
- simply open frame, position arms into place and slide
boards into frame

- visual graphic area
= 28.87"w x 35"h
- double-sided aluminum A-frame sign holder with
black plastic corner grips
- clear dry erase graphic lenses included
- front-loading snap frames for easy graphic swaps
- quick, toolless assembly

Features include:
- 10’ opens to a base size of 9.8' x 9.8'
- rust-resistant, lightweight aluminum frame is completely
self-contained with no loose parts
- custom printed canopies are water & UV resistant
- hardware only kit includes frame, stakes, guy lines and rolling
carry bag
- canopy kits include water-resistant canopy, hardware frame,
stakes, guy lines and rolling carry bag
- optional full wall allows for messaging
- optional clear shield attaches to the canopy/legs with hook & loop

BANNER STANDS, SIGNS & TENTS

ZOOM™ STANDARD (ALUMINUM))
10’ POPUP TENT
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SANITIZING STATIONS & STANDS
TRAPPA TUBE

TRAPPA STEEL

- 1000ml battery operated,
hands-free sanitizer dispenser
with lock included
- requires four C batteries
- takes sanitizing liquid or gel
- 11”x17” silver Trappa poster frame with
clear, protective lens
- front loading graphic mechanism
makes graphic changes easy
- capability to display in portrait or
landscape conﬁguration
- aluminum snap-button tube
and plastic base
- assembled dimensions =
12”w x 64.75”h x 12”d
- sanitizer solution sold separately

- 1000ml battery operated,
hands-free sanitizer dispenser with
lock, uses gel or liquid
- requires four C batteries
- 11”w x 8.5”h black Trappa poster
frame can be positioned portrait or
landscape
- Trappa frame comes with clear,
protective lens
- front loading graphic mechanism
makes graphic changes easy
- sturdy steel post and steel base
- assembled dimensions =
12”w x 64”h x 12”d
- sanitizer solution sold separately

64.5”h

64”h

SANITIZING STATIONS & STANDS
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TRAPPA CIRCLE

TEMP SANI STAND

- 1000ml battery operated,
hands-free sanitizer dispenser
with lock included
- requires four C batteries
- takes sanitizing liquid or gel
- sturdy 1200mm/4ft tall aluminum
post and heavy domed steel base
plate ensure stability
- assembled dimensions =
20”w x 60”h x 18”d
- sanitizer solution sold separately

- hands-free, battery operated
temperature gauge, requires three
AA batteries
- hands-free 1000ml battery
operated, sanitizer dispenser with
drip tray, requires four C batteries
- silver, aluminum snapping poster
frame, holds A4 size paper - 11.75”w
x 8.25”h
- telescoping pole, min. height:
56”, max height: 71”
- while at min. height, center of
temperature screening unit is 44”h
- while at max. height, center of
temperature screening unit is
59.25”h
- sturdy, rectangular weighted base
ensures stability
- sanitizer solution sold separately

56-71”h

